
B2B SOCIAL MEDIA CASE STUDIES UK

We run through 7 top B2B marketing inspirational case studies. The Jobsite is a UK professional recruitment site. Its
award winning social media campaign helped to improve its position in the marketplace by changing the businesses
focus.

This has helped position the company as a thought-leader, drives sales and deliver extra support to customers.
Hinda Incentives Blogging and Twitter Hinda returned to an old favourite within social media, blogging,
supported by the somewhat newer platform, Twitter. RS components DesignSpark social hub The electronic
product distribution company created a specific social hub , spanning four different languages, having the
purpose of being a collaboration and engagement hub for Electronic Design Engineering. Some are old, some
new, some you might be familiar with, others perhaps not. They have gone from 3 hotels in to more than 2,
today. Facebook ads allowed TransferWise to combine different methods of advertising together to trial what
worked best. Start your social media and business growth plan this week â€” with just 6 hours of time you too
could notice an increase in website traffic at the minimum. They post daily updates on Facebook including
memes and jokes. OPEN made it simple for smaller businesses to interact with one another through a platform
which suited them. The software and technology giant has a long-standing history of supporting its advertising
customers through its community portal, which contains research, insights, educational support and news, with
engagement through various social channels at the heart of this. Good luck. HP Business Answers Again,
echoing a couple of other examples in this list, HP wanted to engage with smaller businesses â€” and carefully
selected to take the approach of creating a custom-built site and blog, supported by external activity across
Twitter and LinkedIn, where users could ask direct questions to the company. As part of a wider marketing
strategy and customer engagement strategy, various social approaches were taken, resulting in greater site
traffic, alongside increased brand awareness and lead opportunities. Straightforward, but effective, proving
that these channels are not only for B2C companies. Providing the correct platform is selected and strategy
used, the results speak for themselves. Econsultancy Red Friday and select channels Unashamedly,
Econsultancy deserves to make this list. Microsoft Community FTW! My personal favourite is the chocolate
bunny. Since beginning this strategy, the company reports that it has won awards, industry recognition and
authority, improved search visibility, leads, sales and boosted site traffic considerably. They also deal with
customer enquiries. They targeted interior designers, builders and contractors. This was based around the main
objective to drive more traffic to their site. Users are encouraged to submit their photos of poor lighting and
each month, five entrants are selected to receive Cree products. However, this unfortunately now seems to
have closed down, redirecting to their main business support area. They realised that every pound spent on
marketing could be spent on their product and development, so they were seeking a cost effective way to
promote themselves to businesses and consumers. Social media is no longer just a place for individuals to
connect but also a place to find advice as a business, connect with other businesses, network and share advice.
Can you afford not to be jumping on this growing B2B social trend? Supported by various social channels and
even custom forums , this is a great example of a niche B2B environment engaging heavily in social media.
People have different preferences in consuming and participating in online communities, so having a variety
of social media platforms is key to encouraging and achieving engagement. Cisco Trailblazing the way Cisco
has long been engaged in social media activity, often running campaigns alongide its ongoing engagement
strategy.


